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SPECIFICATIONS
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Fax:(011) 886 2396 

Being ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS
18001 certified, Neopost will serve
you in accordance with the highest

process, quality, environmental, health
and safety standards.

STANDARD FEATURES    IM-75

Large envelope hopper Yes (800 envelopes)                   
Unique slicing mechanism Yes
Position to lay out envelopes for processing       Yes 
Supports for post box Yes               
Wide opening for easy extraction Yes                   
No scrap paper, dust & sharp edges Yes  
Visual content check with light Yes                 
Low noise level Yes                   
Self explanatory display Yes                   
Quick, safe & easy access to paper Yes 
Robust and reliable system Yes

OPTIONAL FEATURES    

Table height adjustment 720-915mm
Flexible sorting tray concept Yes
Conveyor belts with mailroom furniture Yes

ENVELOPES 

Height 89 -176mm         
Width 127-254mm        
Thickness up to 4mm          
Weight Min. 70gsm         

SPEED
Speed 4500 / hour         

DIMENSIONS
Length 1725mm               
Depth 995mm               
Machine height 900mm
Table height 720mm               
Weight 185kg                  

ELECTRICAL
Power requirements Operates 240V, 50/60Hz

Processing incoming mail is complex and time-

consuming. you have to ensure that all of the following

tasks are carried out: opening envelopes, removing the

contents, checking to make sure that nothing has been

overlooked, dating and stapling, identifying, sorting and

preparing for distribution.

Automation of this process with the Neopost IM-75

results in a substantial saving of time and reduces the

likelihood of errors. It also takes the strain out of peak

workloads, increases staff motivation and performance

in mail departments. The IM-75 is a unique professional

incoming-mail processing solution for companies that

take their incoming mail seriously!

COMFORTABLE AND SECURE EXTRACTING

The wide opening of the envelopes leaves your valuable and inportant
contents fully accessible for reliable and convenient removal. The IM-75
is even equipped with a light that enables more comfortable but also
more reliable extraction of the contents from the envelope.

SEVERAL OPERATING MODES

The IM-75 has several operating modes. The machine can be operated
either in an automatic mode or in operator mode. In automatic mode,
envelopes are presented in an adjustable sequence. The operator mode 
is a perfect blend between operator convenience and productivity: each 
envelope is presented after the operator has triggered a sensor.

EASY TO OPERATE

The clear and simple control panel is self-explanatory and applications
can be changed at the touch of a button. The user can concentrate on
the core task, sorting and judging the incoming mail and distributing it
as fast as possible



FAST AND  SAFE PROCESSING OF YOUR INCOMING MAIL

EXCLUSIVE SLICING MECHANISM

EXCELLENT ACCESSIBILITY OF THE MACHINE

SAVE TIME AND MONEY

STANDARD AND MIXED MAIL

Does your incoming mail vary in envelope size or is it homogeneous?
Do you process mixed mail where every envelope requires specific
attention, or do you process more uniform remittance or business
reply-mail? The IM-75 can handle both with a speed up to 4,500/hour,
thanks to its vacuum based technique, the fully adjustable envelope
hopper and the patented slicing mechanism. Simply load your
envelopes in the hoppe and the machine automatically feeds and
opens them!

IM-75
YOUR PROFESSIONAL INCOMING
MAIL PROCESSING SOLUTION

INPUT OPTIMISATION

The envelope hopper can hold up to 800 envelopes. Other standard
productivity features are a position to lay out envelopes waiting for
processing and extractable supports to place your post box on.

ULTIMATE SECURITY AND PROTECTION

Investing in professional incoming-mail processing solutions means that
you demand the highest level of security. Besides the ergonomic light
and the wide opening of the envelope, the IM-75 can be delivered with
an automatic contents detector to ensure that all of your important and
valuable documents are properly processed. An exclusive and patented
slicing mechanism slices the envelope open without cutting anything off.
This protects you from loosing information from valuable documents and
it eliminates the production of dust and scrap paper.

STANDARD AND MIXED MAIL

The IM-75 offers a unique sorting concept: depending on your situation,
the IM-75 can be equipped with several sorting trays. Our solution is
very flexible and can grow with your business.


